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INTRODUCTION

The consequences of composite polymerization are the linear and volumetric
shrinkages resulting from monomer forming polymer. As a result of these
changes in shape, tremendous stress can form at the interface of tooth
structure and a composite-based restoration. In addition, there is a
tremendous decrease in the ability of light to penetrate to depths of a
composite increment to form a well-developed, cross linked polymer
network.To help alleviate the inability of composite to adequately polymerize at
depths, bulk fill composites have been created and changed to help make
placement of composite restorations more efficient and reliable. From previous
studies, we know that oblique placement with incremental curing has shown to
alleviate the marginal stress, however companies like Kerr and Coltene (two
reputable companies that have long standing production of bulk fill
composites) have moved forward to change the composite make up to allow
full curing through dense layers placed in large preparations. While reviewing
these materials, the company manual for use of the Sonic Fill (Kerr) product
dictates that the material be placed by having the dispensing tip 0.5mm to
1mm off the preparation floor prior to dispensing which can be difficult to
replicate clinically every time, while the manual for Fill-Up is more vague
stating to just keep the tip immersed in the material to prevent trapping air.In
an attempt to minimize the potential for gingival marginal opening, a new
technique was proposed to help practitioners simplify the placement of these
composites and prevent possible voids at the margin. The standard technique
of elevating the tip off of the preparation floor has been noted in-vitro to leave
marginal gaps in large class two preparations which will cause clinicians the
need to replace the restoration. As an alternative, a technique has been
proposed in which the tip of the dispensing system is to be placed directly on
the floor and lifted up as the material begins to push back against the tip.
Allowing the material in theory to fill possible marginal gaps. This would also
give an insight to a technique that would be clinically repeated consistently.

CONCLUSIONS

PURPOSE

To identify and compare various visually discernable differences related to the 
proximal, restored surfaces and cavosurface interfaces of extracted, human 
teeth. Specifically, differences associated with the different brands of bulk fill 
using the newly proposed technique (direct tip placement vs. hovering tip 
placement) as well as operator experience (novice vs. veteran practitioner with 
the materials) are investigated. 
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1. 1. There was a consistent trend indicating that the practitioner with
experience and practice with the dispensing systems and new technique
has more success with placing either brand of bulk fill composite.

2. No significant effect on marginal gaps between the brands of bulk fill
alone.

3. The evidence suggests that when using bulk fill composites compared to
the traditional incrementally placed ones, practice prior to clinical
implementation may benefit the outcome.

4. Further evidence and comparisons are needed to determine if the new
technique would yield a better marginal outcome than the proposed
technique, and if practitioner experience would differ when changing the
technique.

The novice practitioner yielded 5/10 Sonic Fill restorations and 4/10 Fill-Up
restorations with an open margin of approximately 2-9%. The practitioner with
the most experience with bulk fill composites yielded 2/10 Sonic Fill
restorations and 0/10 Fill-Up restorations with an open margin of
approximately 3-7%.

DISCUSSION 


